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Abstract
A generation ago, many Shakespearean scholars simply accepted the versions of the play that they were provided with by editors. So long as the label was right – Arden, Oxford, Cambridge, Penguin, Riverside, Pelican – the content was assumed to be reliable. But editing can never be transparent – it is always influenced by the cultural assumptions of the editor and his or her era, however submerged those assumptions may be in terms of the editor’s stated textual practices. In the late twentieth and twenty-first centuries, as a result of feminist and postcolonial critical approaches to Shakespearean texts, we have begun to realize the degree to which our inherited editions are shaped in accordance with assumptions about colonialism, race, and the status of women that are no longer acceptable to us, and that in fact distort elements of Shakespeare’s plays as they exist in early printed quarto and folio versions. As earlier disciplinary boundaries between editing and criticism have broken down, Shakespearean critics have increasingly turned to editing in order to undo some of the racist and sexist assumptions behind our received texts of the plays.
the meanings of the plays have been steered in particular directions by editing, we can open up the plays to a range of possible meanings that traditional editing had shut down.

One example of this tendency is the persistence in modern editions of eighteenth-century cast lists for the plays, which are organized according to social hierarchy, and invariably list all the women characters below the men — so that princesses come after the clowns and fools, and readers are predisposed to regard even the most aristocratic and/or the most central female characters, such as Rosalind in As You Like It, as automatically subordinate to the males. Since none of these lists dates from Shakespeare’s own time, and they can scarcely be regarded as mapping out the relative importance of persons within the plays, why not replace them, as some more recent editions have begun to do, with cast lists that introduce readers to characters in the order of their appearance? Or, if an editor feels that a period sense of class difference needs to be preserved, the traditional lists can be replaced with cast lists that integrate women and men in order of their social status.

Within the plays, too, editors have tended to downplay possible instances of female authority, on the supposition that such authority must have been unacceptable in Shakespeare’s own time. Of course a formidable and powerful woman — Queen Elizabeth I — was on the throne, but she was assumed to be the exception that proved the rule. Sometimes early Shakespearean editions of the same play offer contrasting constructions of the power and status of female characters, and in those cases editors have traditionally tended to prefer the version that accords women less rather than more authority. For example, in choosing among variant readings in texts of The Merry Wives of Windsor editors have tended to favor the first folio version of the play (1623) over the first quarto version (1602), in which the Windsor wives’ interventions to save their families from the jealousy of Mr. Ford and the sexual predation of Falstaff are less compromised by the values of visiting courtiers.

Similarly, in the first quarto version of Hamlet (1603), Queen Gertrude is horrified to hear that her son suspects her of complicity in Hamlet Senior’s murder, and assures him that she is innocent and that she will help him in his covert campaign against Claudius. Would it not be possible for modern editions at least to include in their notes the interpretive possibilities introduced by Gertrude’s protestations of innocence and vows of assistance in the first quarto version of the play? Instead most have consigned these speeches to oblivion. In these and many other cases, Shakespearean editors beg the question of women’s agency by offering it in diminished range from the start. As a result, critics and other readers are more likely to perceive women’s assertion of power and agency in the plays as subversive of order and decorum; they are also more likely to interpret women’s functioning in terms of a subversion-containment dynamic that precludes a broader, more flexible, understanding of women’s
roles in the plays and in the culture of which Shakespearean drama formed a part.

Another area in which past editorial shaping of the Shakespearean text is particularly evident is in regard to issues of race and ethnicity. Colonial and postcolonial interpretations of Shakespeare have become mainstream in recent criticism – witness Ania Loomba and Martin Orkin's collection, Post-Colonial Shakespeares, among others. But postcolonial interpretation does not always take into account the degree to which the Shakespearean editions that have come down to us have already been colonized. At the same time that military men and administrators were consolidating British reign over an expansive empire, Shakespearean editors were tidying up play texts by ridding them of “dangerous” racial anomalies. British administrators were asserting their authority over the “blacks” of India and Africa, and British and American editors were producing Shakespearean editions that enforced subtle distinctions based on race and ethnicity.

One example comes from The Tempest, a play that is steeped in issues relating to colonial exploration and conquest. This play does not exist in competing early versions: our only early source for the text of the play is the first folio version (1623). Here, we are dealing not with a choice of one available early text over another, but with editorial intervention through the explanatory notes. The monster Caliban’s mother Sycorax, a witch from Algiers, is referred to in the play as a “blue-eyed hag.” Unwilling to accept the idea that an alien North-African crone could have eyes of a color that our culture has traditionally associated with beauty and romance, editors have routinely explained to readers that “blue-eyed” in this case means black and blue around the eyes. While there is some evidence that the epithet could have such a meaning in Shakespeare’s period, there is also considerable evidence that “blue-eyed” then could mean “with eyes of blue” – a reading that moves Sycorax out of the traditional Anglo-American stereotype of the racialized other and makes it less easier to think of her – and by extension of her son Caliban – in terms of the usual assumptions about race and physical traits.

Another illustrative example comes from Christopher Marlowe’s Tamburlaine, which is not a Shakespearean play, but comes from roughly the same period and has been subject to similar editorial pressures. Tamburlaine is a Muslim warrior-hero described in Marlowe’s text as “pale of complexion” and amber haired, with “arms and fingers long and snowy.” Most modern editors emend “snowy” to “sinewy” on grounds that lily-white skin does not accord particularly well with the image of a Middle Eastern conqueror. But all three of the earliest printed versions of the play agree in the reading, and the fourth early text reads, even more specifically, “snowy-white.” The editorial tradition has suppressed a potentially unsettling similarity in skin and hair color between the barbarous “alien” Muslim and the British who formed the core of Marlowe’s early audiences – and probably also the play’s core readership during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Sometimes the opposite happens: early editions of a play may preserve markers of racial difference that modern editors elide, but that scholars studying a play in its social context would consider valuable evidence. That may be the case for the presentation of Shylock in *The Merchant of Venice*. The early printed texts are notoriously unstable in terms of their naming of characters, but especially interesting in their naming of Shylock, whose speech prefixes identify him sometimes as “Shylock” and sometimes, generically, as “Jew.” In a play that reverberates with antisemitism, it is particularly instructive to see how the speech prefix “Jew” comes to dominate during the trial scene, as Shylock begins to enact primordial stereotypes associated with Jewish blood libels by demanding his pound of flesh from the Christian Antonio.\(^5\)

Another interesting case of editorial suppression of markers of racial difference is *Othello*, which exists in two early printed forms: a quarto edition of 1622 and the folio edition of 1623. Given the proximity of the two editions in terms of date, we might suppose that their texts would be similar, but they are not. The quarto does not include most of the speeches that mark Othello as racially other because of his blackness, and as a result, its politics of race is considerably more benign, or at least considerably less developed in establishing skin color as a sign of the usual stereotypes associated with blackness: hypersexuality, barbarity, demonism, and the like.\(^6\) How are we to interpret this absence? Did Shakespeare write the play in its shorter quarto form and then add the most racially charged elements of the play as part of a later revision? Or did he write the play in its folio form and then remove some of its most (to us) highly-charged associations between blackness and cultural marginality, perhaps for a specific performance? It is not possible to decide this issue by studying the texts themselves, but we need to have access to both versions of the play in our modern editions in order to pursue it further. The days have past when editing can be safely relegated to scholars who are outside the mainstream of Shakespearean criticism. In fact, more and more major critics in the field are becoming editors, because we are coming to recognize how important editing is to the interpretive choices we are able and willing to make as readers and scholars of Shakespeare.

Notes

1 Both of these examples are discussed in L. S. Marcus, *Unediting the Renaissance: Shakespeare, Marlowe, Milton* (London and New York: Routledge, 1996).
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